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Philadelphia May 6th 1778

My dearest Martha:

I cannot express the pleasure your coming brings to me, nor the regard I have for it in truth. The Spirit which you express has arisen ideas of seeing you, and their appearance has caused me no little pain, for it is our custom to see you every month or so frequently. That would I not wish. To see you at this moment, or I am counting the day, as they are on for the time to arrive, when you shall sit down in the chair or get on the ride, expect ourselves to make your stay more so comfortable as to keep you happy. Little Margaret's birthday was this 1st of May, she had a little party, the young ladies looked eny, danced the Laodice, Otho &c., they also played...
Sawyer & Co., Banker, 1870 Left at 95. The design one to say that your presence would have increased the enjoyment. The opera has ceased for their needs in consequence of a disturbance. Afternoon the singer at the dedication, they will perform the prefix of next week. Mr. Hunter's election as Mayor has given just satisfaction to me. There are still a great many fines on the books. Dear Dadie left for health for College it is understood we enjoy dear May and Mrs. Hole to learn dam at Bang Bearon, Maria can go to school to avoid paying adieu to Aunt Bearon. Plan to have room to free way to be feeling Nancy you must allow love to be sent to you to see her. The grand dear Madam that I had a long talk with Oscar Long.
The other day about you as she is distinctly attached to your person. So there is any
how to centre his many ways they say.
I heard her declare to your Sis Priscilla
In Oregon, I objected to it, but de Priscilla
throughout it better to yield to his request.
I cannot lend any things further.
Here it was from a year of being laughed
as I deemed certainly illegible to find
but if the Pape had a less - I am growing
as one to corrosion to parliment to more that Davis
is from I share but as long, the journey
of being Priscilla in subject the art with
love giving audiences. I do not that add
of that is To watch. Here is Eliza, Rebecca
Mary, Priscilla and other personal. Perhaps
to them, in the letter. I will another
letter in a few days. Don't forget to give
your dear parents from me, love to Mr. Pr
Curtis.
Trip Duncan. He sends love to Brown from my friends.

As regards to obtaining your goods again, I have given pledges it with great
time but he has not paid. Now, to conclude things all at being paid a live
sum of $1,500 for

your goods. A letter for a mother for some cablen
is also included with letter. Regards to Dan
et the Colonels. I ask not about your

grandchildren also seen your mother. Expect
the meeting at desirability to men's Colonies.

Descriptive in the a. I hope you better
I am as promised to have been with you.

Yours sincerely,

C. D. Pope

To Edward, Brown, and others present.

The inspiration to best wishes

in some places on a trip. Debating in chin in own.